EDITORIAL
‘All nations that have ever lived have left their footsteps in the sand. The
traces fade with every tide, the echoes grow faint, the images are
fractured, the human material is atomised and recycled. But if we know
where to look, there is always a remnant, a reminder, an irreducible
residue.’
Norman Davies, Vanished Kingdoms – the History of Half-Forgotten Europe.

As a nation we are extremely lucky in that there has not been a civil war in this country since
the 17th century. The combination of Saxon and Celt resulted in a flowering of literature and
language that is second to none. The Oxford English Dictionary lists 171,476 words
http://oxforddictionaries.com/page/englishmostwords and we are happy to adopt useful words
from other languages unlike some nations who refuse to sully their language with foreign
words. As for our written records they reach back so far that as long as we can read them
their treasures are there for us to find. Time and conflict have destroyed some, I am thinking
of the records of the Royal Society of Architects, destroyed by a bomb during the last war,
and many manorial records burnt during the Peasants Revolt in the 14 th century. The setting
up of Record Offices saved many records from dusty and damp death and now we are able to
search them for links to the past of people and places that we are attached to.
On October 17th a group of Thriplow Society members met to learn how to read old
handwriting, a skill known as Palaeography. We plan to transcribe some of Thriplow’s old
documents to re-populate the village in the past. We hope to find out what their houses were
like, how they farmed, what they wore and what they ate, how the Church and State
controlled their lives and how families interacted with each other. We were lucky to have
Honor Ridout who helped us get started. Those of you who came to the September meeting
will remember her dressed as a Tudor Woman. We are also lucky to have one of our overseas
members who is very knowledgeable about languages and the meaning of words as a member
of the Group. As Shakespeare might have said, the Internet has truly put a girdle round the
world.
The Old Year has passed
The New Year lies open before us.’

Shirley Wittering and Angela Rimmer Joint Editors.

“A very artful, sly and worldly man”
Or
“Hospitable, Liberal and Compassionate”

THE REVEREND JOHN PERKINS
VICAR OF THRIPLOW
The lives of Royalty and the Aristocracy are well documented and much has been written
about them; of the ordinary people little is known other than their dates of Baptism, Marriage
and Burial but of those in the middle perhaps more can be found with some care and research.
I have recently come across some information that reveals a more complete story of one such
person, the Reverend John Perkins, Vicar, Thriplow from 1739 until his death in January
1750, a period of 11 years.
My first encounter with John Perkins was the list of Vicars in the church; further on in
the north transept or crossing is a large marble memorial on the west wall to John Perkins and
his wife Mary.

I assumed this had been erected by his family and friends but this was not the case as we shall
later find. It reads ‘To the memory of John Perkins BD and Mary his Wife he was descended
from an Antient Family at Brunswick in Yorkshire She the Daughter of Thos Aldham Esq of
Sapston in Suffolk. They were hospitable, liberall, compassionate. The Vicarage House here
and Communion Plate were Expressions of their Respect to the Glory of God.’

In the floor of the south transept was a large black marble tombstone to John Perkins and his
wife Mary. When we came to the village in 1977 this part of the floor was not covered with a
wooden platform as it is now and the tomb stones were visible.

Later when the Thriplow Society was founded and I started researching the history of
Thriplow I found the writings of the Rev. William Cole, Vicar of Milton. He was an
extraordinary man who visited nearly every parish in Cambridgeshire, wrote its history and
drew sketches of interesting tombs and each church he visited. He arrived in Thriplow in
1742 and describes the memorials, the stained glass and the coats of arms.
In 1757 he wrote a note saying that ‘Being here in Nov. 1757 I went to see Mr
Perkin’s Monument and Epitaph which he ordered to be put on his Tomb, it is a tolerable neat
one of various coloured marbles’. He goes on to describe the monument and the drawing
shows that some parts of it are now missing.

William Cole described John Perkins; ‘Mr Perkins was a very artful, sly and worldly man:
smooth as oyl, every Body’s dear Friend, and never failing to shake you by the Hand. These
expressions of Friendship no one believed, but rather was on their guard against him.’
John Perkin’s memorial in the church states that he built the Vicarage House in
Thriplow and the records of 1615 state that the ‘Vicarage house was lately burnt down’, by
1638 it still had not been rebuilt; in1739 ‘The Rev John Perkins ‘Finding no Vicarage House
(there having been none in the memory of man) bought and built and expended £300 in and
about the House (now called the Vicarage House) and gave it to the Vicars, his Successors,
for ever and procured £200 of Queens Anne’s Bounty with which he purchased an estate in
Cottenham of £10.10.0 a year for a perpetual augmentation to this Vicarage’.
The memorial also states that John Perkins gave the Communion Plate to the church,
Mr Vinter, in his little book on the History of the Church, records that a silver Flagon given
by the Rev. John Perkins was sold in 1911 with the Bishop’s consent to purchase new Altar
Rails. Mr Vinter goes on to say that he tried to find the Flagon but with no success. A
church inventory taken in 1896 records a Silver Paten (plate) inscribed Nisi Christus Nemo,
(none but Christ) given by John and Mary Perkins in 1746 was still in the church. So with
the kind permission of Liz Moore the Churchwarden, I went up to the church and
photographed it. The plate is about 6 inches across and has a small foot.

The top surface (left) of the Patten in Thriplow Church with the motto Nisi Christus Nemo.
This seems to be the Perkins Motto. At the base (right) is engraved John and Mary Perkins
1746.
Mr Vinter also mentions that in 1743 the old four bells were taken down and five new bells
rehung. Although there is nothing to say that this was done under the instigation of the Vicar,
it was certainly during his time here and I can’t imagine the churchwardens would have
undertaken such a large operation without the Vicar’s approval.

This was all I knew until December 2010 when I had an e mail from Peter Stevenson of
Toronto who was researching his ancestor Ambrose Bening Perkins. There were at least
three Ambrose Benings, all Lords of the Manor of the Bury, the first one in 1651.
Peter Stevenson is researching this large and complicated family tree. I knew that people
with property in more than one county or diocese had their wills proved by the Consistory
Court of Canterbury rather than Ely as most Thriplow people did. These CCC wills were
kept at the National Archives formerly the Public Record Office at Kew. So I went on-line
and over the course of a few months downloaded these wills, which included several of the
Benings and Perkins. One of them was for Rev John Perkins and it proved to be most
interesting.
In it John Perkins instructs his executor, his nephew John Perkins, to give ‘Two silver
Flagons of Ten Guineas each to the two Churches at Fulbourn with the same inscription upon
them with that at Thriplow and that he lay a Marble Stone over my Grave and that he expend
thirty pounds on a Marble Monument to be erected in the Church at Thriplow in memory of
my dearest Wife and me.’ I found it interesting that he should pay for his own memorial,
obviously a man who believed in himself.
I was intrigued by the possibility that the Flagons in Fulbourn were the same as the one that
had been sold in Thriplow. (Fulbourn had two churches which were amalgamated in the 19th
century.)
I checked with the Victoria County History which is now on-line http://www.britishhistory.ac.uk/report.aspx?compid=66759 and it states that the Flagon given to Fulbourn
where John Perkins was Rector from 1713, was still there. So I rang the Churchwarden and
went over to Fulbourn and photographed the Flagon. On it was inscribed Nisi Christus
Nemo, the same as on the Thriplow Patten and round the lid was inscribed ‘given by John and
Mary Perkins 1745’, so I knew that the one that had been in Thriplow had looked the same.
When I sent the pictures of the Flagon to Peter Stevenson, he commented that it seemed
unusual to have the donor’s name on the top of the flagon, a rather ostentatious act, so
perhaps William Cole’s description of him was not far out.
So not only had the Rev. John Perkins given the Vicarage House and overseen the re-hanging
of the bells and added a new one but he had bought the Communion Plate for Thriplow and
the two churches at Fulbourn. Being related to the Benings, Lords of the Manor of the Bury
meant he came from a genteel family dating back to at least the 17 th century and probably
earlier. (see Peter Stevenson’s article)

The silver Flagon given by John Perkins to Fulbourn Church
While I was in Fulbourn Church I noticed the two boards listing the names of past Rectors.
John Perkins was Rector of All Saints from 1713 and of St Vigor’s from 1719, he was Vicar
of Thriplow from 1739 and the University of Cambridge alumni record also mentions him as
Vicar of Sawston from 1705 – 6, so he was probably there whilst still in training for the
priesthood. (see list below) The Board in Fulbourn mention the letters B.S.T after his name
as well as MA; this is the degree of Bachelor of Sacred Theology, taken after a BA for those
intending to enter the Ministry.
Perkins, John
Adm. sizar (age 17) at ST JOHN'S, 07 Oct., 1699. (a scholar who receives some assistance to
enter the university).
S. of Roger, apothecary, deceased. B. at Doncaster, West Riding of Yorkshire.
School, Doncaster [West Riding of Yorkshire] (Mr Newcomb).
Matric. 1699 ;
B.A. 1703/4 ;
M.A. 1707 ;
B.D. 1714 .
Fellow, 1707-21 .
Taxor, 1708 .
Ordained. deacon (Ely) 03 Jun., 1705; priest, 22 Sep., 1706.

Vicar. of Sawston, Cambridgeshire, 1705-6 .
Vicar. of Fulbourn All Saints' (Cambridgeshire), 1713 .
Rector. of Fulbourn St Vigors (Cambridgeshire), 1719 .
Vicart. of Thriplow (Cambridgeshire), 1739-50 .
Died there 25 Jan., 1750/1. M.I.
This meant that he had income from all four churches, this plurality was common in the 18th
century and Trollope writes extensively about this in his books.
N.b. For more on the Church bells see Thriplow Journal Vol. 4/1, Summer 1995

Shirley Wittering

FAMILY HISTORY FROM TORONTO.
The church at Thriplow contains within its walls monuments to two of my ancestors,
Ambrose Bening who died in 1720, and his son, also named Ambrose Bening who died just
ten years later. The Benings were Lords of the Manor of the Bury, Thriplow from 1651 until
the 1880s when Joseph Ellis acquired the Lordship.
The inscription on this tomb in the south transept reads:

‘Here lyeth the body of Ann the wife of Ambrose Bening junior Gent: and second daughter of
Philip Martin Gent and Emm his wife who died the 2nd day of October 1716 age 28
Here also lies interred ye body of Ambrose Bening Gent. Who died December 29 1730 in the
36th year of his age: His second wife was Mariabella eldest daughter of John Whalley Esq. by
whom he left issue two daughters and two sons, Jane, Susannah, William, and Ambrose.’
Ambrose Bening’s early death left his young widow Mariabella, not yet 33, alone to care for
her four young children. Mariabella’s life had already been touched by a great loss.
On July 8 1697 her parents John Whalley, a London merchant and Arabella Sedgwick were
married. Just less than a year later Mariabella was baptized at St Giles in the Fields, London.
Her sister Anne would follow being baptized Feb 5 1700 and her brother William was born in
May of 1701. Alas this last event was tinged with sadness as a memorial in St Peter & St Paul
Church, Bromley, Kent relates: ‘Here lieth ye body of Mariabella, wife to John Whalley,
merchant, who dyed in childbed ye 5th of May, 1701 at Freeland House, in ye parish of
Bromley in Kent.’ John was not to be alone for long however as he was to remarry almost
immediately, Oct 6 1701 to be precise. The marriage, to an Essex heiress by the name of Jane
Mede took place in Westminster Abbey.
The Whalley pedigree as found printed in the 1790’s in John Nichol’s ‘History and Antiques
of Leicestershire’ is a long and interesting one. John Whaley’s father, William Whalley was
born May 14 1620 and died March 29 1719, a remarkably long life for that time. Born during
the reign of King James I, he lived to see Charles I lose the throne, Cromwell’s interregnum
period, Charles II’s reclamation of the throne, the following reigns of James II, William and
Mary, Anne and the first of the Hanovers, George I.
William Whalley was the Lord of the manor of King’s Norton & Cossington, Leicestershire
amongst others and was intended as being named a Knight of the Royal Oak by King Charles
II. This order of knighthood was never awarded for fear of antagonizing the public so soon
after the restoration.
The pedigree of the Whalley family as printed reaches back to a mythical ancestor named
Wyamarus Whalley who was supposed to be William the Conqueror’s standard bearer at the
battle of Hastings. This in fact is highly unlikely. The earliest Whalley named in the pedigree
with some actual historical basis seems to be a John Whalley who married Eleanor, daughter
of Sir Roger Dulton of Thornton, Lancs. This couple had a son, Henry Whalley whose eldest
two sons would found the two main branches of the Whalley family. Henry Whalley junior
would marry Dorothy Willoughby. Their descendants would include the Whalley’s of
Kirkton Hall and of Screveton Nottinghamshire. Perhaps the most famous or infamous of this
branch would be Edward Whalley and his brother Henry. Their mother, Frances Cromwell,
was Oliver Cromwell’s aunt and the Whalley brothers played major roles in their cousin
Oliver’s army and government. Edward Whalley was a General and Regicide and Henry was
a judge. So there seemed to be Whalleys fighting on both sides during the Civil War.

However, Mariabella’s ancestors were mere distant cousins of this Whalley family; having
descended from Henry Whalley’s other son Ralph Whalley. Ralph’s offspring would move
from Nottinghamshire and settle in Leicestershire marrying into some influential families
along the way including the Coke family of Trusley, Derby (from whom Mariabella was
descended from such ancient and knightly families as the Fitzherberts of Tissington, Notts
and the Longfords), and the Saunders family of Brixworth, Northants (from whom she was a
direct descendant of the famous Spencer family of Althorp and the Temple family of Stow)

The Bening coat of arms in Thriplow Church
Returning to Mariabella’s grandfather, William Whalley was married to Anne Hyde a
daughter of Bernard Hyde of Bore Place, Kent. Bernard Hyde c. 1607-1656 had been a
parliamentarian during the civil war. He had inherited an impressive fortune from his father
and had been a noted book collector. The poet and dramatist James Shirley had dedicated his
volume of poetry to him. Bernard had married Hestor Trott in 1632. Hester’s brother, John
Trott was a member of parliament and a baronet. He had been a friend of the poet Andrew
Marvell.
Bernard Hyde’s parents were Bernard Hyde and Ann Walcot. Bernard was a London
merchant who amassed a fortune as one of the king’s tax commissioners. With his increasing
wealth he began to buy property outside London including the one that became most closely
connected to him, Bore Place in Kent. Hyde was also a member of the Salter’s Company, one
of the great livery companies of London. In 1611 he held the position of Master Salter and to
this day the Salters still have a full length contemporary portrait of Bernard Hyde hanging in
their premises.
Bernard’s wife, Ann Walcot was the daughter of Humphrey Walcot. Humphrey was a
member of the Grocer’s Company and like Hyde was another enterprising and successful

merchant in late Tudor & early Stuart London. He was one of the founding members of the
East India Company in 1600. One of his grandsons, Edmund Walcot, died childless in the
1660’s and in his will set up a charity to which he left his London property (17 acres in
Lambeth). The charity, known as the Walcot Foundation still exists today.
Humphrey Walcot was married to Alice Hale, the daughter of another very successful
London merchant, Richard Hale. In 1617 Richard founded a grammar school in the county of
his birth, Hertfordshire. Formerly known as Hertford Grammar School it is known today as
the Richard Hale School and is fast approaching its 400 anniversary.
One of Hale’s granddaughters, Lady Dionys Williamson , was extremely generous in
providing the funds to rebuilt two London churches after the great fire, that of St Mary Le
Bow (where Humphrey Walcot’s tomb had been in addition to other family members) and St
Dunstan in the East where Richard Hale and Bernard Hyde had been buried. In addition she
was the biggest single contributor to the rebuilding of St Paul’s Cathedral.
Although none of the property that these family members owned; none of the books that they
bought, furniture that they used, or paintings that they hung in their houses has passed down
through the generations, it is nice to know that some of their acts of charity are still in
existence hundreds of years later.
The history so briefly summed up in these couple of pages is remarkable to me. My roots in
Thriplow extend back over 300 years. In comparison my hometown of Toronto did not even
exist until the 1790’s, fifteen years after Mariabella died. I wonder how surprised she would
be to find that her six times great grandson lives in the uncharted territory of far off Canada!
Peter Stevenson

"Just a Country Boy"

Dougie and George Sheldrick pargetting 23 Middle Street.in 1998
The 'country boy' mentioned is our member George Sheldrick. George was born in 1922 and
87 years later he wrote his autobiography. He and his family lived in part of Bassetts in
Lower Street now the home of Hugh Byrne. George went to the school until he was fourteen;
he took a job on Manor Farm then owned by the Vinters.
But the clouds of war shrouded the country when George was only 17; a year later he joined
the Local Defence Volunteers which, under pressure from Winston Churchill, was renamed
the Home Guard. In 1941, he volunteered for the Royal Air Force and trained as an aircraft
mechanic. He found himself billeted in a private house in Blackpool close to the famous
Tower where he could indulge his favourite hobby, ballroom dancing, accompanied by the
great Reginald Dixon at the organ. This was George's first of many mentions of ballroom
dancing for wherever he was posted, at home or abroad, he always looked for somewhere to
dance and someone to dance with.
After Blackpool, he went to Wales for more training and then to Invergordon in Scotland
where he became skilled on such planes as the Whitley bomber and Sunderland and Catalina
flying boats. After several more postings in Britain, he was transferred to France, where he
and his squadron took over captured enemy airfields and prepared them for use by the R.A.F.
By 1944 George was in India and later in Rangoon where peace finally came. After a short
spell in Singapore, he found himself back home and demobilised. He took up building and,
more importantly, met Hilda whom he married and later built her the house they live in now.
He organised very successful dances firstly in Thriplow School and as the demand increased,

in Newton Village Hall and then in Harston. He also devoted a lot of time to the Royal
British Legion and the Burma Star Association.
What an interesting story which George has managed to get into 139 pages.
A profile of George appeared in the Journal Volume 6, Number 1, 1997.

Bill Wittering

THRIPLOW WEATHER IN 2011

2011 will be remembered for its sunshine and its shortage of rain. The hottest day was 27th
June at 90°F and the coldest nights were 29 th January, 8th-11th and 19th March and 19th
December all at 26ºF, fifteen degrees warmer than the coldest night of 2010. There were
twenty consecutive sunny days in April: September and October were also particularly sunny
months.
2011 – Temperature and Rainfall
2011
Daytime temperature
Night time temperature
Average day/night

°F
61.4
46,4
53.9

°C
16.3
8
12.2
2011

Hottest day
Coldest night

90 (27 Jun)
26*

32.2
-3.3
2011

Rainfall


Inches

Mm

23.2

589

Mean 1980-2011
°F
°C
58.6
14.8
47.6
8.7
53.1
11.7
Record 1980-2011
97 (3 .8 90)
36.1
10 (31.1.87
-12.2
& 12.12.91)
Annual Mean 1982-2011
Inches
Mm
23.2

589

29 January,8, 9, 10, 11, 19 March, 19 December.

Precipitation
There was virtually no rain in March and April and very little in September. Over the year as
a whole, rainfall was 4.3” below the average. Only three months produced above average

rainfall - January, June and December. At the time of writing this (mid January 2012) there
was no water in most of the ditches in Thriplow.
The last frost of winter (2010-2011) was on 4th May and this took a number of plants by
surprise like my beech hedge the top of which succumbed. The first frost of winter (20112012) was on 28th November. There was no snow.
Guy Fawkes Night
Guy Fawkes night was dull and misty with sunny intervals during the day when the
temperature rose to 62 degrees F. All that were missing in 2011 were the bonfires and the
fireworks!
Daffodil Weekend (26th and 27th March)
The Saturday was dull with a daytime temperature of 51 degrees F. Sunday saw the weather
getting brighter and warmer and the temperature reaching 59 degrees F..
Christmas Day
The daytime temperature on Christmas Day 2011 reached 53 degrees F compared with 36
degrees F in 2011.
Gardening
From a gardener’s point of view, it was quiet with most plants ahead of their normal time.
The shortage of rain did stop some of the vegetables producing their usual crops (e.g. carrots,
parsnips, beetroot and leeks) but potatoes did well. We had one of the best crops of tomatoes
ever in our poly- tunnel.
Global Warming
My views on global warming are by now well-known to readers. I have however compared
my views with those of Richard Barker, the Met Observer with Royston (Iceni) Weather
Station. He records: “There is sufficient evidence in the Royston temperature records to show
that temperatures have increased in recent years. However, it is still too early to say whether
this rise is attributable to human activities on a global scale, or whether it is simply a climatic
variation which will be reversed at a later date. What is certain though is that scientists and
others will vigorously debate the issue for years to come, with perhaps no definite answer as
a result.”
Iceni weather station data can be viewed on the Internet. http://www.iceni.org.uk/
Christopher Booker, writing in the Sunday Telegraph on 1st January 2012, pointed out that
“by the end of 2011, global temperatures stood barely a tenth of a degree Centigrade higher
than their average throughout the 32 years since satellite measurements began – far lower
than the projected warming. The computer models on which the scare relied have proved so
wrong that it is incomprehensible how they were ever taken seriously.”
Bill Wittering

We are re-printing this profile of Cuthbert Wenham, from the Thriplow Journal Vol. 3/3
Spring 1995

Cuth Wenham

Cuthbert Wenham with prize winning egg carrier he designed 1950
I arrived in Thriplow from Castle Camps in 1933 on a visit to help out my brother-in-law
Herbert Parker on Winter Egg Farm. I was fifteen at the time and it was meant to be a
temporary job but I have been here ever since. Although I was christened Herbert Cyril, in
order to avoid confusion with others on the farm, I was given the adopted name of Cuthbert.
Hence every -one knows me as "Cuth".
I came as a lodger at that time to 2 Church Street, always known as "Sunny Peak",
where the family lived and we kept poultry mainly in the fields behind the house and between
Church Street and Middle Street. There were about 2000 hens then mainly White Leghorns
and White Wyandottes. They were all incubated on the farm, the eggs being turned by hand
twice a day, until they hatched. Eventually in the 1950s there were over 8,000 laying birds
and we had become the largest egg producer in East Anglia - over one million per year. In
addition we were also producing chickens for sale, from "day-olds" to birds on the "point-oflay". We had two incubators holding 27,000 eggs each in the incubator house and when they
were about to hatch they went into two 'hatcher' incubators each holding 9,000.These were
principally pure bred Light Sussex and Rhode Island Red, and cross breeds. Our egg
producers were kept for a year and then sold for eating as "boiling fowls". We bought in all
our food from Shelford Corn and Coal Co. or from Isons of Cambridge.
In addition to the fowls I have also been involved in pig production and continued to
breed pigs until I retired a few years ago. The pigsties were in the farmyard formerly known
as "Jobbers" (where Bob and Jean Tomlinson live now) and down Crouchman's Lane. I
started with Large Whites crossed with Large Blacks to produce a good growing pig for
bacon, and after the war changed to a cross between a hybrid gilt and Large White. There
were about 120 breeding sows and up to 1000 pigs at any one time. They were supplied
mainly to Sainsbury's etc.

When war was declared I was in the first batch to be called to the Recruiting Office in
King Street, Cambridge but as I am haemophiliac they would not take me nor allow me to do
anything in the local services. Thriplow in those days was a village dependent entirely on
agriculture. Thriplow House was commandeered as a hospital for R.A.F. Duxford and
Fowlmere and later for American troops; the Bury then known as 'The Place' was taken over
for WRAF members from both Duxford and Fowlmere airfields, but direct effects of the war
on the village were few. There was a searchlight unit along the Drift and a concrete pillbox
with an anti-aircraft gun at the top of Gravel Pit Hill. Some of the farmworkers joined the
Home Guard under the leadership of Mr Nash and Mr Jackson of Fowlmere and at first had
nothing but pick-axe handles as weapons. The land was farmed by Pumphreys at College
Farm, by the Smith Brothers of Foxton at Bacon's and Church Farm, by Thriplow Farms, and
by ourselves: horses were everywhere and horsekeepers were very important members of the
farming community. Cochrane's Farm in Lower Street was the principal stable and Mr.Plumb
the blacksmith was kept busy at the Smithy. On Thriplow Farms prize Arab horses were
stabled along with pedigree Jersey cattle. Elsewhere the crops were wheat, barley, sugar-beet,
potatoes, horse beans and oats. Village folk were able to supplement their rations as they all
had allotment gardens, hens for eggs, and maybe a pig. At the start of the war there were
evacuees from a school in London complete with their teachers, but most of them stayed for
only a short time. Some who arrived late were put up in the old Jubilee Rooms in Middle
Street which the young men of the village used as a reading and social club.
We had few incidents during the war in Thriplow but I remember one plane that
crashed in the front of College farm and the rescue team had to come to our farm for water.
As they worked bullets were exploding all over the place and when I arrived one chap had a
bullet in his hand. I watched with horror as he held his hand between his knees, took out his
penknife, extracted the bullet, climbed into his truck and drove off!
When the war ended we had a celebratory tea in Deller's Barn in Middle Street and
gradually the village embraced peacetime. I recall a friend who was a RAF officer saying to
me "On Victory night I will come and celebrate with you all, I will require 12 poached eggs
on toast and 2 very large cups of cocoa, I will bring you wine and Ice Cream". The grownups drank wine, he drank cocoa and my nephews and niece ate the ice-cream which he had
brought in a very large biscuit tin, full and very rich. After the RAF officer had eaten his 13th
egg he walked across the fields to his home which stood where the Citroen garage now is, but

was very sick on the way, and when I went out to feed the chickens the ground was going up
and down in front of me!

One of the two egg machines at Thriplow House in 1989 with Geoff Axe.
My brother-in-law bought Thriplow House in 1948 and we moved from "Sunny Peak" to
concentrate our Winter Egg Farm at the top end of Middle Street. At the entrance to the
House we erected two egg machines that dispensed eggs in half dozen cartons for many
years.
Today Thriplow has ceased to be a village dependent on agriculture but it has retained, better
than many others, a sense of community and I believe the annual Daffodil Weekend has
helped in this preservation.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Gleanings
Thank you to Betty Parker for donating the Village Hall Christmas Tree which
the Thriplow Society provides each year for the pleasure of the village. And
thanks also to Terry Smith for cutting it down and putting it up outside the
Village Hall. Angela Rimmer, Jean Tomlinson and Shirley and Nick Wittering
decorated the tree and Geoff Axe, David Easthope, Angela and Shirley took it
down; many thanks to them all.
Thank you to Anthony Cooper for some photos to go in the archives. Anthony
is moving to Great Shelford and we wish him well in his new home.
We were very sorry to hear of the death of Cuthbert Wenham on 10 th December
2011 aged 93. Cuthbert moved here in 1933 to help his brother-in-law Herbert
Parker run the Winter Egg Farm at Thriplow House. His full story is first
written in the Thriplow Journal Vol.3/3, Spring 1995 and is repeated in this
Journal. We shall miss him and his stories and send our sincere condolences to
Diane Thompson and his family.
Thank you to Margaret Pumphrey for the loan of photographs of her family at
Manor Farm, they are an important addition to our archives.
The Thriplow Society was founded in 1992 so we are celebrating our twentieth
year in 2012. We are starting our celebrations with a party at our AGM on
Thursday April 19th. After a short AGM we will be having quizzes, a raffle,
competitions including one for the best homemade hat (so get designing!) and a
cold buffet provided by your committee. As much as we would like to provide
all this for nothing we need to cover our expenses so tickets will be £5 for adults
and £2 for children.

Drawing of Thriplow Church by William Cole 1742

